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Air Air
Artists making art on airplanes. A short term artist’s residency experience that takes place entirely while in-flight on 
commercial airlines.
Began in January 2017

Instagram: @airresidency
Facebook: facebook.com/airresidency/
Website: airresidency.com

A snapshot of Instagram posts leading up to Round 2 of the residency. By 
posting a mix of photos by other artists, it’s important that we still maintain our 

brand integrity through cohesive colors and our frequent in-flight sky photos.
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Air Air
Artists making art on airplanes. A short term artist’s residency experience that takes place entirely while in-flight on 
commercial airlines.

An example of an ongoing effort between residency rounds to enagage our 
fans and keep them informed of upcoming plans, building interest in our 

project and converting followers to applicants and/or participants!
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Air Air
Artists making art on airplanes. A short term artist’s residency experience that takes place entirely while in-flight on 
commercial airlines.

This is a customized map of flight patterns, based from the same line quality 
used in the logo, that we post for each residency round to show where our 

artists will be flying. In addition, each artist gets an individual post, outlining 
their flights with information about their destinations. I love including our 

corporate partners in hopes to gain attention from unlikely or unexpected 
Instagrammers!
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Air Air
Artists making art on airplanes. A short term artist’s residency experience that takes place entirely while in-flight on 
commercial airlines.

Between residency rounds, I have to be creative with social media 
engagement (it’s easy when we are ramping up to artist flights)! I love 

informing people and sharing interesting aviation facts. This was also a fun 
way to get fans involved by asking them to tell their travel stories!
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Air Air
Artists making art on airplanes. A short term artist’s residency experience that takes place entirely while in-flight on 
commercial airlines.

Our followers seem to love aviation history, so posts like this tend to be 
a great hit and gain interaction. It’s also an effective way to communicate 

important information, in additon to sharing a cool photograph!
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SOCIAL MEDIA EXAMPLES

The Bridge Learning Centers and Sunbrook Academy

Beginning in 2009, I led a social media campaign for a group of five childcare centers in west Georgia as they 
began efforts to battle the recession by targeting their specific demographic through online marketing. I hosted 
these campaigns via Twitter, Facebook (before Facebook offered business accounts!), and a blog by creating a 
comprehensive social media guide to ensure consistent postings across the company. 

Social media for businesses, especially in this more rural area of west Georgia, was new. In addition to creating a 
plan, I had to teach users how to interact in a business-professional way. The plan was detailed for each platform 
outlining a broad topic for each weekday. This allowed each school some freedom to post exciting content relevant 
to their location, but also keep our feed consistent with our brand while targeting the appropriate audience 
(employed females ages 21-40). For example, Monday’s topic might be “Monday Magic” and each school posted a 
science experiment from the classroom. This could include something like a photo, a description of the experiment, 
a link to instructions, an experiment to try at home, or plans for an upcoming project, but all has to be centered 
around a “magical” experiment! Fridays were all about celebration and weekend plans, so most schools chose to 
end the week with a post about local community events that were kid-friendly. This became the perfect opportunity 
to create community partners, which became one of our most effective marketing tools. These local businesses 
became online and in-person advocates for our schools and we offered the same in return for their partnership. 
We paired with people and causes we believed in and felt confident to support. These partnerships were mutually 
beneficial because we could easily share on social media, link in our blog posts, and reach our mutual target 
audiences face-to-face.

One of the most successful online campaigns we launched was a play on MTV’s TRL (Total Request Live) where 
viewers called in to request their favorite music video. As a way to grow engagement and participation, we started 
a similar contest: the class that received the most requests on Facebook within a specified period of time won a 
day-of (as close as you could get to live then!) video update of their child’s class involved in an art project, playing 
on the playground, eating lunch, or any number of activities from their day. Because moms wanted to see their 
child online, they began soliciting votes from dads, grandparents, friends, and other family members. This caused 
our followership to increase and our engagement skyrocketed.

We organically grew our Facebook page from approximately 72 followers to over 900 in just 8 months and 
eventually we had over 87% of our total family enrollment participating with us on one or more social media 
platforms. In 2009-2010, this kind of growth, especially in a rural business market, was unheard of! Our online 
marketing success through social media continued until the company sold in 2015 to a nation-wide childcare 
operator who disabled the social media accounts during a rebrand. Unfortunately, instead of transferring to a new 
business name, preserving the history and reputation of the accounts, they were discontinued altogether and 
started fresh with their new name and brand. 

I would be happy to continue this discussion and detail the various campaigns we launched as we grew into other 
platforms like Instagram, Snapchat, and direct communication apps!
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ADWORDS, FACEBOOK ADS, SEO

Sunbrook Academy

From 2013-2015, I served as Project Manager for Sunbrook Academy’s online advertising campaigns, managing a 
$3,000-$5,000 monthly budget. Together, with one teammate, we carefully adjusted the allotted funds between 
Google AdWords, Facebook ads, and SEO support, targeting our specific upcoming programming or areas in need 
of enrollment.

We tracked all spending and keywords for each location and followed up with results and conversion rates at the 
end of each month, quarter, and year. Since our educational programming was cyclical, we could use this data to 
inform the following year’s online marketing decisions and budget.


